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WHY BUY JEWELS THAT OFFER JUST ONE LOOK? 
EACH OF THESE DESIGNS HIDES A SECOND OPTION

1. JAMES GANH This truly innovative yellow gold design – set with diamonds, amethyst, tourmaline, peridot, topaz, and yellow and blue sapphires – can be worn around the wrist as a cuff or expanded 
into a full-size tiara. 2. GFG JEWELLERY BY NULIFER The Claire ring has a simple yet effective design. With half the band set with white diamonds and the other with black diamonds, it can be 

twisted to show black only, just white or a mixture of the two. 3. SAMMIE JO COXON Sometimes we feel like wearing hot colours, other times an outfi t calls for cool tones. These Milky Way yellow gold 
and pearl earrings have warming pink, orange and mauve sapphires on one side and icy blue, yellow and green on the other, allowing you to set the temperature by choosing which to face outwards. 

4. KAT FLORENCE Hidden within the band of this striking apatite, diamond and white gold ring is a set of fl exible prongs. As well as keeping the ring snugly in place, they allow it to fi t up to three 
fi nger sizes, so you can switch up your style. 5. RACHEL BOSTON Flip this white gold and diamond Hexagonum ring on its hidden hinge to create a second look. One style gives you the classic 

six-sided hexagon, while its reverse constructs a cool geometric look through negative space. 6. REBECCA WILKES This bouquet of hand-dyed 3D-printed silicone fl owers are fi tted with concealed 
magnets that allow the blooms to be attached to silver rings, also fi tted with magnets. Collect as many interchangeable fl owers as you dare and swap them as your mood, and outfi t, dictates. 
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